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Introduction 

In each period, all developed countries and societies develop a strategy that achieves certain 

goals in directions that are important to them. For example, Germany, one of the developed 

countries of the world, has its own development strategy. In 2015, when the United Nations adopted 

the 2030 Agenda and announced 17 Global Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), Germany had 

a National Sustainable Development Strategy that it had put forward 13 years earlier. It was updated 

again in 2018. 

Analysis of literature on the topic  

Also, Uzbekistan has entered a new era in the history of its development. In order to 

implement the reforms started in this period, the Strategy of Actions developed in consultation with 

our people was implemented. During the past period, extensive work was carried out on the basis of 

this Strategy. Happily, in a short period of time, the goals and objectives of the Strategy of Actions 

were fully achieved, not based on analysis and numbers, but through the changes felt by every 

citizen of Uzbekistan in their lifestyle. 

At the same time, the reforms started in these directions are being continued consistently. In 

particular, the announcement of the New Development Strategy of Uzbekistan based on the 

principle of "From the strategy of actions to the strategy of development" aimed at continuing the 

path of democratic reforms started by Shavkat Mirziyoyev, who was elected to the President of the 

Republic of Uzbekistan for a new term, and whose main goal is to fully realize the priority principle 

"For human dignity". done 

Research methodology 
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The new development strategy of Uzbekistan is an integral continuation of the strategy of 

actions aimed at the development of the Republic of Uzbekistan in 2017-2021. It was defined in 

seven directions based on today's global changes, lifestyle of the population, life demands and our 

values. Also, each task and goal of this strategy was discussed with the direct participation of our 

citizens during the election process this year, and was supplemented with viable proposals and 

initiatives. 

Analysis and results 

In particular, the first direction of the development strategy of New Uzbekistan - the tasks of 

building a people-friendly state through the development of a free civil society, raising large-scale 

reforms aimed at ensuring human dignity and his legitimate interests to a new level , directly within 

the first direction of the Strategy of Actions - the system of state and society construction it will 

undoubtedly serve as a continuation of the work carried out during the past five years in terms of 

improvement. 

After all, through the implementation of the tasks defined in the first direction of the 

development strategy of New Uzbekistan, special attention is paid to the implementation of the idea 

of "New Uzbekistan - a people-friendly and humane state", which serves to ensure the well-being of 

all citizens living in our country, regardless of nationality, language and religion. , the priority 

principle "For human dignity" will be fully realized. 

In particular, the role and responsibility of local government bodies in solving local problems 

will be strengthened. For this purpose, it is planned to transfer most of the state functions from the 

center to the regions in the future. This will allow our people to feel the effects of democratic 

changes in their lives more quickly, which began during the past five years on the basis of the noble 

principle that "the people should serve the people, not the state agencies." The reason is that now, in 

the implementation of each goal and task, along with the progress achieved in the past period, the 

correct conclusion is drawn from the mistakes and shortcomings. 

In particular, in the neighborhood system, which is the main link of community management 

in communicating with the people within the framework of the Strategy of Actions, and where the 

results of the reforms are directly reflected, completely new mechanisms such as "mahallababay", 

"khonadonbay" were introduced. Now, these works are being further improved, and in order to 

connect each neighborhood with hokims, the position of assistant mayor is being introduced in the 

neighborhoods. As the Head of State noted, this will serve as a program to ensure that local leaders 

serve not only the state, but also people and families, and their legitimate interests. 

As a result , in the neighborhood population with work mechanisms will improve . Mayor 

assistant neighborhood population for new work places create and poverty to shorten in charge if so 

, neighborhood chairman while spiritual and educational things done increase , family and in the 

neighborhood so sad environment to form responsible reached is determined . 
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Also , Uzbekistan of the population sixty from percent more organize doer of young people 

too big to life step to put first place this no problem the fact that account taken in the neighborhoods 

young people issues with regularly engaged in Young people works agency representative state too 

organize will be done . From this apart from the hokims and of neighborhoods financial opportunity 

expand district budget for the purpose addition sources with provided , of the neighborhoods 

separately fund is formed . 

The next one important task as while central transformation of the offices , to the future 

service who does compact and efficient management system create task is being put . Of this for , 

eng first of all , the ministry and offices organize reach and finish order , them from each other 

difference lip standing criteria , structural structure and states to determine about sure requirements 

work will be released . On this basis in the same direction tasks done increasing offices is optimized 

. 

Central of offices territorial structures with work to the process new approaches current 

matured and worn out bureaucratic methods are abandoned . In this area socio-economic issues 

promptness with independent solution reach according to ministry and of offices powers more will 

be expanded . 

Har one network and area according to acceptance done programs performance on the surface 

of leaders report to give system to the road is placed . With that together , citizens appeals with 

work in 2017 in order to organize done People reception rooms activity improved , literally people 

the voice of the public his opinion expression which to the structure rotation for addition he is right 

basics is created . 

To all known as Actions strategy within State in management personnel preparation and 

acceptance to do new to stage take exit in order to , Presidential Decision of October 3 , 2019 with 

Uzbekistan Republic President in the presence of state service development agency organize done 

was _ Past time during State citizenship servants vacancy positions the only one open through the 

portal - vacancy.argos.uz open selection based on to work acceptance to do system to the road was 

put 

New Uzbekistan development in the strategy this in the direction started reforms too 

consistent continue to continue separately attention directed . In particular , personnel choose and 

from place to place to put to the process new , modern approaches current of personnel _ state to the 

service selection based on acceptance to be done more improvement for them continuously 

qualification increase efficiency _ what do you want? and position according to rise up criteria 

designation etc these are including _ 

Past five annually Actions strategy within state management system in improvement people 

authority mechanisms strengthen , state authority networks independence provide and of parliament 

role more increase regarding done affairs own the effect showed . Therefore , New Uzbekistan 
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development strategy done in raising too people representatives a senator who was and deputies 

separately important place holds _ 

In particular, Oliy Assembly activities more improvement , our people waiting , New 

Uzbekistan development to accelerate service who does legislation concept work exit and to life app 

the law _ creativity activities democratization and their performance to provide targeted 

parliamentary control to strengthen priority importance is given 

This by Parliament on our country according to appeals with work status to control taken in 

places execution office leaders the report to hear and to the result according to them relatively 

impressive measures to see system to the road is placed . 

Another one important the issue is the people deputies local councils and of governors powers 

sure to determine about legal basics is formed . Also citizenship _ society of institutions free 

activity management , state and society in management active participation reach for necessary 

conditions create them _ state by support _ _ mechanisms more to improve too priority task as is 

considered . 

Conclusions 

Urgent tasks to strengthen the participation of civil society institutions in the implementation 

of public control, public administration and social projects are carried out. 

In order to further deepen the processes of democratic renewal in the country, important 

measures will be widely implemented to ensure the freedom of speech and the press, the right of 

citizens to receive and disseminate information, and freely express their opinions. 

In short, the implementation of the tasks defined in this direction of the development strategy 

of New Uzbekistan plays an important role in direct communication with the people, ensuring the 

active participation of citizens at every point of society and state management, and turning state 

offices into a place that literally serves the people. . 
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